/* REXX */

/******************************************************************************
/* This REXX exec will extract the FACILITY class profile */
/* BPX.DAEMON. This exec is similar to the exec displayed in */
/* slide 15 and is the same exec that was executed in the demo. */
/* Unlike the example shown in slide 11, this exec has code */
/* that checks the Return Code returned by the utility. */
/*******************************************************************************/

MYRC = IRRXUTIL("EXTRACT","FACILITY","BPX.DAEMON","RACF","","FALSE")

IF (WORD(MYRC,1) <> 0) THEN
   DO
      SAY "ERROR CALLING IRRXUTIL "||MYRC
   END
ELSE /* IRRXUTIL = 0 */
   DO
      SAY "PROFILE NAME: "||RACF.PROFILE
      SAY "OWNER: "RACF.BASE.OWNER.1
      SAY "ACL:"
      DO A = 1 TO RACF.BASE.ACLCNT.REPEATCOUNT
         SAY " "||RACF.BASE.ACLID.A||":"||RACF.BASE.ACLACS.A
      END
   END /* IRRXUTIL = 0 */
EXIT